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DIVINE PROVIDENCE TURNED ST. VINCENT PALLOTTI CONVENT 
INTO A PLACE OF REFUGE FOR FLOOD-STRICKEN KERALA, SOUTH INDIA

Pallottine Relief Camp 

WHEN GOD CALLED

Sr. Ligi Thottakath, CSAC• Provincial Superior, Cochin, Kerala, India

In August 2018, India’s southern state of Kerala suffered its
worst environmental disaster in history.  This inconceivable
calamity affected over one million people. More than five
hundred  people died, and so many had no option but to flee
their homes. Weeks of heavy monsoon rain  filled  hydro
electric dams to their limits; forcing them to be opened, making
the flooding even worse. The continued rain triggered
landslides in the hills, and wiped away many areas of Kerala.   
Spontaneous groups were organized to rescue those affected,
while government agencies and relief groups set up nearly
4,000 relief camps. Simple fisherman became India’s heroes,
and so many risked their lives to be at the service of the most
vulnerable.  
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Our provincial house, St. Vincent Pallotti Convent, is located in Edakochi, Cochin; only 10 mere kilometers away from
these affected areas. When the floods first came, I was away on an abroad mission; knowing my homeland was in such
distress caused much tension.  
 
Two hours after I returned to the Cochin airport, it was closed down without any further aviation for the coming weeks. In
reaching the community, there was a strange silence and anxious faces. Our hostel inmates were in great panic, because
their parents and homes were affected by the rising water; our sister's houses were damaged with water up to their
rooftops.  All of this was unexpected, because the eye of the storm happened in the early dawn hours; where those
sleeping soon arose in fear at the sight of the floods.  
 

 When we reached, we were surprised to see the victims in very large crowds. We realised that our community could not
accommodate everyone. Again, we appealed through the Parish Priest to the nearby Aquinas diocesan College to
accommodate them. A neighbouring convent too collaborated, by taking in 30 members. Meanwhile, we contacted the
Revenue authorities and they appreciated our efforts to help the needy people. The authorities registered our camp under
the title “Pallotti Relief Camp”. 
 
I write to you all so I may share the story of God’s Divine Providence in this environmental calamity. Many families, shops
and individuals generously brought us all the needed provisions such as clothing, food, clean drinking water and the sanitary
items. We accommodated the victims without considering their religion or creed. Hindus, Muslims and Christians lived
together and shared everything.  
 
The civil authorities were benevolent to us to provide safety and security.  I wish to highlight especially the contribution of the
youth at this moment of need. All joined together in solidarity to lend all kinds of voluntary service to ease the afflictions of the
people. 

Without hesitation, the priorities were the
children and the elderly; thus many
could not even save their legal
documents. Many could not succeed in
saving not even their legal documents.
The catastrophe happened too quickly to
comprehend. Small houses, animals,
and cars were floating in the water. No
news was positive. The situation was
worsening without relent hour to
hour. We wished to give roofs to those
now homeless; but how would we reach
the people? God’s inspiration guided us
to ask collaboration from the neighboring
convent by lending their school bus. 
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In helping the affected people, all our sisters
participated with great dedication. Their
leadership was dynamic.  
We could take care of the spiritual and
psychological needs of the flood’s victims,
and our local bishop visited us as soon as
we began our mission. Our parish priest and
his associate remained here to take care of
the spiritual needs of the people. They
celebrated the Holy Mass, and we had the
adoration of the Blessed Sacrament daily, in
which so many participated. The afflicted
people, though they had lost everything at
home, found consolation at our campus and
in our Chapel.  

The lessons that we have learned from this
environmental tragedy is beyond the scope of
words. God’s love is indeed infinite. If we
make ourselves available to Him, He inspires,
guides and leads us. With His divine
protection and strength, we can overcome
any difficulties. When the divine and the
human elements merge together, the
outcome is so marvelous. We learned that
the mutual collaboration and committed
teamwork of people belonging to different
walks of life can work wonders. This
experience of working together as a team for
a noble cause gives hope for a better future.
The six days of our   Pallotti Relief Camp will
remain a source of light in the innermost
depth of our soul.  

@WeAreAMission @WeAreAMission beholy@weareamission.org

I thank everyone for their selfless service. 
May God bless us all.


